
Bible link: John 13:34-35 
Biblical value: Service

Key idea: Groups that do good!
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Pupil talk

Pupil involvement
Tell the children you are going to mime an activity you enjoy 
doing in your free time and see if they can guess what it is e.g., 
tennis, running, reading, sewing. Ask for volunteers to come 
and mime some of the things they enjoy doing too.

Explain that these activities are all hobbies. We take part in 
them regularly, in our own time (our leisure time) because we 
enjoy them. Discuss how hobbies can vary greatly e.g., a hobby 
might be done alone or with others, might be competitive, 
creative, relaxing. 

Think about whether there are any hobbies we can do that have 
a positive impact on somebody else or help make our world a 
better place. Are there any groups people form that are 
enjoyable but also help others?

• What hobbies do you enjoy taking part in? 
Why do you enjoy them?

• Is there anything you enjoy doing that also 
helps others?

• Have you ever taken part in an activity or club 
that you didn’t enjoy? Is this a hobby?

Think
Requests to join the Scouts and Girlguiding 
groups have reached the highest levels for over 
80 years. The Scout Association said nearly 
90,000 young people across the UK are currently 
on waiting lists and Girlguiding has nearly 55,000 
people waiting for a place. As well as being fun 
and adventurous, Scouts and Girlguiding groups 
both aim to support young people to develop 
themselves and empower them to make a 
positive difference/contribution to our world. 

The Bible tells us of a group that Jesus formed. 
The people in this group were called disciples. 
There were 12 disciples, who followed Jesus and 
helped to spread the word of God.

Key stage 1 class discussion
• Make a list of activities or hobbies you do where 

you are part of a group.
• Do you enjoy being part of a group or do you prefer 

to do things by yourself?
• Is there a group, club or activity you would like 

to try but haven’t yet?

Key stage 2 class discussion
• Some people form groups to help others whilst 

having fun at the same time. What are the benefits 
of being part of a group? Can you think of any 
drawbacks?

• Can you think of any other groups, clubs or 
societies where people work together to help 
others and do good?

Worship song
Give me oil in my lamp

Invitation prayer
Dear God,
Thank you for all of the activities and hobbies that 
help me experience fun, excitement and enjoyment,
Thank you for all of the groups that help others and 
benefit our world.
Amen. 


